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Design and Analysis of Wideband In-Band-Full-

Duplex FR2-IAB Networks

Junkai Zhang , Student Member, IEEE, Haifeng Luo, Navneet Garg , Member, IEEE,

Abhijeet Bishnu, Member, IEEE, Mark Holm, Member, IEEE,

and Tharmalingam Ratnarajah , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— This paper develops a 3GPP-inspired design for the1

in-band-full-duplex (IBFD) integrated access and backhaul (IAB)2

networks in the frequency range 2 (FR2) band, which can3

enhance the spectral efficiency (SE) and coverage while reducing4

the latency. However, the self-interference (SI), which is usually5

more than 100 dB higher than the signal-of-interest, becomes the6

major bottleneck in developing these IBFD networks. We design7

and analyze a subarray-based hybrid beamforming IBFD-IAB8

system with the RF beamformers obtained via RF codebooks9

given by a modified Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm. The10

SI is canceled in three stages, where the first stage of antenna11

isolation is assumed to be successfully deployed. The second stage12

consists of the optical domain (OD)-based RF cancellation, where13

cancelers are connected with the RF chain pairs. The third stage14

is comprised of the digital cancellation via successive interference15

cancellation followed by minimum mean-squared error baseband16

receiver. Multiuser interference in the access link is canceled by17

zero-forcing at the IAB-node transmitter. Simulations show that18

under 400 MHz bandwidth, our proposed OD-based RF cancel-19

lation can achieve around 25 dB of cancellation with 100 taps.20

Moreover, the higher the hardware impairment and channel21

estimation error, the worse digital cancellation ability we can22

obtain.23

Index Terms— Wideband in-band-full-duplex millimeter wave24

(FR2 band), subarray hybrid beamforming, integrated access and25

backhaul, codebook design, self-interference cancellation.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

F
REQUENCY range 2 (FR2) band (i.e., millimeter wave)28

communications have been identified as the key technol-29

ogy for the beyond fifth-generation (5G) wireless communi-30

cations to provide much larger bandwidth, narrower beam,31
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and high data rate services. Different from the FR1 band 32

(≤7.225 GHz), in the FR2 band (≥24.250 GHz), high path 33

loss and blockages become the major obstacle for broader cov- 34

erage. However, the short wavelengths at the FR2 frequencies 35

facilitate the deployment of large-scale antenna arrays, which 36

could compensate for such high losses with highly direc- 37

tional narrow beamforming and provide reliable transmission 38

quality [1], [2]. 39

In the recent 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 40

technical report TR 38.874 (Rel. 16) [3], the integrated access 41

and backhaul (IAB) networks have been proposed for the 42

FR2 band communications, where only IAB donors connect 43

with the core network by fiber. IAB-nodes can wirelessly 44

communicate with both the access and the backhaul links as 45

well as perform IAB-specific tasks such as resource allocation, 46

route selection, and optimization [4]. This novel architecture 47

enables cheap and dense deployment while extending the 48

coverage in FR2 bands. Despite the visible advantages of this 49

architecture, the study of IAB networks is still in its infancy. 50

In-band-full-duplex (IBFD) transmission, which has been 51

treated as another breakthrough for beyond 5G wireless com- 52

munications, breaks the rule that downlink and uplink commu- 53

nications should occur in different time/frequency slots. In the 54

IAB networks, IAB-nodes are preferred to run under the IBFD 55

mode [5]. Compared with the half-duplex (HD), thanks to 56

simultaneous transmissions, the IBFD mode can almost double 57

the spectral efficiency (SE) without the need for the large 58

guard time/band arranged in standard time-division duplex 59

and frequency-division duplex systems [6], [7]. However, the 60

major obstacle of IBFD communications is the existence of 61

strong self-interference (SI), which is usually seen as more 62

than 100 dB stronger than the signal of interest [8]. Therefore, 63

finding efficient SI cancellation (SIC) techniques is important 64

for IBFD operation and has recently been a popular research 65

topic. Through hardware prototype measurements in 28 GHz, 66

authors in [9] evaluate the framework’s link-level SI reduction 67

in the propagation domain and system-level performance to 68

verify the feasibility of IBFD-IAB systems; however, the large- 69

scale antenna array and hybrid precoding were not considered. 70

For the wideband IBFD-FR2 communications, we propose 71

a three-stage SIC, which consists of the antenna isolation stage 72

(i.e., by isolating the transceiver antennas electromagnetically 73

for passive cancellation) [10], the analog cancellation (A-SIC) 74

stage (i.e., by establishing a circuit canceler between each 75

1536-1276 © 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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transceiver pair to replicate the SI channel as accurately as76

possible) [11], and the digital cancellation (D-SIC) stage77

(i.e., handling of the residual SI (RSI) left by previous stages78

by designing efficient beamformers) [8], [12], [13]. In the79

A-SIC, the conventional micro-strip analog canceler requires80

a huge number of taps for wideband SIC. However, due to81

the large insertion losses and realization of hundreds of taps,82

wideband SIC becomes infeasible in practice. Besides, it is83

challenging for the micro-strip analog canceler to be directly84

extended to FR2 band scenarios due to the hardware limitation85

(i.e., RF components usually do not have such processing86

properties at the FR2 band). Thus, a hardware efficient optical87

domain (OD)-based analog canceler has been investigated88

in [14] for the single antenna system. However, OD-based89

A-SIC for multi-antenna systems or IAB networks is lacking90

in the literature.91

Due to the use of large-scale array systems, the traditional92

full digital beamforming scheme for the FR1 band becomes93

expensive to implement for the FR2 band. Thus, towards the94

need for cost-friendly system design, hybrid beamforming95

has become a powerful and economical tool in large-scale96

array systems, which reduces the requirement on the number97

of RF chains and simplifies the system complexity [15].98

Based on the extension of the standard Orthogonal Matching99

Pursuit (OMP) algorithm, a novel hybrid beamforming design100

was proposed in [16]. Compared with the fully connected101

hybrid beamforming structure [2], to improve the deployment102

cost and guarantee the similar performance of the system,103

authors in [1], [17], and [18] develop a subarray hybrid104

beamforming structure, where one RF chain only connects105

with a portion of antenna arrays. However, the works that106

consider the wideband IBFD multi-user IAB networks with107

subarray hybrid beamforming in the FR2 band still need more108

investigation.109

The hybrid beamforming design algorithms in [1], [2],110

[15]–[17] need to access the large and sparse channel matrix,111

which is hard to acquire in reality. Although the compressed112

sensing-based channel estimation approaches are presented113

in [19], it is difficult to realize in practical scenarios. Instead,114

the RF effective channel is estimated using standard estimation115

methods in practice, where the RF precoding and combining116

matrices are selected from the pre-defined codebooks. In [2],117

the RF codebook is designed by the Lloyd type algorithm.118

A K-means-based beam codebook is proposed by Mo et al.,119

whose codewords are defined by maximizing the beamforming120

gain [20]. Unfortunately, their vector-wise codebooks may lead121

to a low-rank beamforming matrix, which directly amounts to122

a loss in the degrees of freedom, especially when the number123

of RF chains is more than one.124

Further, the hardware impairments (HWI), which takes125

into account the imperfection in the hardware, such as126

oscillators noise, amplifiers noise, non-linearities in the digital-127

to-analog converters (DACs) and the analog-to-digital con-128

verters (ADCs), and etc., have not been considered in most129

of the studies yet. Authors in [21] have mentioned that130

the independent Gaussian model can optimally capture those131

combined non-ideal hardware effects.132

Based on the above motivations, in this paper, we investigate 133

the design and analysis of multiuser FR2-IBFD-IAB networks 134

with subarray-based hybrid beamforming. The contributions 135

of this work are given as follows: 136

• RF Codebook Design and RF Effective Channel Estima- 137

tion: For the subarray hybrid beamforming scheme, the 138

RF precoders and combiners are selected by scanning 139

from the matrix-wise codebooks, designed with our mod- 140

ified mean squared error (MSE)-based Linde-Buzo-Gray 141

(LBG) algorithm, and the RF effective channel can be 142

then estimated with standard estimation methods. Simu- 143

lations show that, with the proposed codebooks, we can 144

achieve a similar SE as that with infinite resolution phase 145

shifters (PSs) without suffering from low rank quantized 146

beamforming matrices. 147

• Staged SIC: We propose a staged SIC scheme in this 148

paper, where the A-SIC is realized by the OD-based can- 149

celer connected with the RF chain pairs on the IAB-node 150

to reduce the space and cost. Compared with the conven- 151

tional micro-strip analog canceler, our canceler can pro- 152

vide a significant number of true delay lines for wideband 153

operations and have good frequency-flatness. Simulations 154

show that with our OD-based canceler, 25 dB of A-SIC 155

can be achieved with about 100 taps over 400 MHz 156

bandwidth. 157

• System Analysis With RSI: In order to explore how 158

the RSI caused by the HWI and RF effective channel 159

uncertainties can affect the performance of the IBFD 160

system, we analyze the SE of the backhaul link by varying 161

the HWI factors and SI RF effective channel estimation 162

errors. Simulation results show that as SNR increases, the 163

system becomes more vulnerable to the RSI; however, the 164

tolerance is improved when increasing the codebook size. 165

It is also shown that at lower RSI values, IBFD operation 166

doubles the SE compared to that of the HD. 167

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 168

the system model and channel models are identified, fol- 169

lowed by introducing the OD-based analog canceler design 170

in Section III. Then, the modified LBG algorithm for the 171

RF codebook design is proposed in Section IV, where RF 172

effective channels are estimated with selected RF beamformer 173

pairs. Next, D-SIC is processed in Section V. In Section VI, 174

the SE expressions are evaluated, followed by the design of 175

BB beamformers for both backhaul and access links. Finally, 176

some simulation results and a brief conclusion are shown in 177

Section VII and Section VIII, respectively. 178

Notations: B,B,b, b represent a set, a matrix, a vector, and 179

a scalar, respectively. BH ,B−1, and BT are the Hermitian, 180

inverse, and transpose of B, respectively. |B| is the cardinality 181

of B. ‖B‖F , |B|mn, det{B}, and tr[B] are the Frobenius 182

norm, absolute value of the (m, n)th entry, determinant, and 183

trace of B, respectively. ‖b‖2 is the L2-norm of b. ‖b‖ is the 184

norm of b. arg(B) takes the angle of each entry of B. diag[B] 185

takes the diagonal elements of the matrix. blkdiag[B1,B2] 186

is the block diagonal matrix formed by matrix B1 and B2. 187

[B]:,1:n and [B]m,n denote the first n columns and the 188

(m, n)th entry of B, respectively. Cov[B] is the covariance 189
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a single-cell IBFD-IAB multiuser network under the
SA deployment.

matrix, i.e., E{BBH}. ⊙ indicates the Hadamard product.190

d(·, ·) is the distance measurement. CN (m, n) denotes a191

complex Gaussian distribution with mean value of m and192

variance n, and IK is the K ×K identity matrix.193

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS194

A. System Model195

In this subsection, the system model is described for the

AQ:3

196

wideband FR2-IBFD-IAB multiuser networks. According to197

the technical specifications–TR 38.874 (Rel. 16) provided by198

the 3GPP, standalone (SA) and non-standalone (NSA) are two199

typical deployments considered for IAB networks [3]. In this200

work, we consider the downlink of a single-cell FR2-IBFD-201

IAB multiuser network with SA deployment,1 which consists202

of the following parts, that are203

• an IAB donor, also called gNB, which is a single logical204

node and acts as the base station;205

• an IBFD-IAB-node, which contributes SI from its trans-206

mitter to its receiver;207

• U downlink user-equipments (UEs).208

The IAB donor connects to the 5G next-generation core (NGC)209

network by fiber and communicates with the IAB-node210

through a wireless backhaul link. The IAB-node serves the211

users by wireless access links. Note that, in this work, the IAB212

donor only provides backhaul link service. An illustration of213

this IBFD-IAB multiuser network used in this work is depicted214

in Fig. 1, and more information about the 3GPP architecture215

can be found in our recent work [4].216

The IAB donor and IAB-node are equipped with the217

subarray-based hybrid beamforming structure [17], where each218

RF chain only connects with a portion of antenna elements.219

Compared with the fully connected structure [17], the subar-220

ray structure provides a cost-efficient solution for connecting221

1The reason why SA structure is considered in this work is that the NSA
architecture permits IAB-nodes and UEs to communicate with both 4G base
stations (i.e., eNBs) as well as 5G base stations (i.e., gNBs); however, SA only
allows connections with 5G base stations, which is considered for future
wireless communication network environment. With minor modifications, the
present design and analysis can be used for NSA as well.

RF chains to the antenna arrays. The number of subarrays 222

(RF chains) at the IAB-donor and IAB-node is assumed to 223

be the same as the number of devices at the UEs node, 224

i.e., U . Meanwhile, the number of data streams transmitted 225

from the IAB donor and IAB-node is assumed to be U as 226

well. However, since each user is assumed to have one RF 227

chain receiving one data stream, only analog beamforming 228

is required. For the FR2 band, the Orthogonal Frequency 229

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system is adopted, where we 230

assume i) the length of the data block is the same as the 231

number of subcarriers, i.e., K; ii) the RF beamformers are 232

frequency-flat and the same for all subcarriers. In contrast, 233

the baseband (BB) beamformers are different for different 234

subcarriers [2]. The beamforming structure for this wideband 235

FR2-IBFD-IAB network is shown in Fig. 2. 236

At the IAB donor, U data streams are transmitted through 237

U RF chains and NT transmit antenna arrays. The total 238

number of antenna arrays are equally divided into U subarrays, 239

each with one RF chain. Hence, the transmitted signal at the 240

k = 1, 2, . . . , Kth subcarrier from the IAB donor is given by 241

xD[k] = FRFD


FBBD[k]sD[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸

xD[k]

+eD[k]


 , (1) 242

where FRFD = blkdiag [fRFD,1, fRFD,2, . . . , fRFD,U ] ∈ 243

C
NT×U is the block diagonal RF precoder matrix with 244

fRFD,u ∈ C
NT
U
×1, ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U} representing the RF 245

precoder vector of the uth subarray. FBBD[k] ∈ C
U×U

246

represents the BB precoder matrix. The transmit data vec- 247

tor sD[k] ∈ CU×1 at the subcarrier k has the covariance 248

matrix of E
{
sD[k]sH

D [k]
}

= Pt

KU
IU , where Pt is the aver- 249

age total transmit power across all subcarriers. By applying 250

the transmit power constraint with equal power allocation, 251

we get the constraint on the precoder as ‖FRFDFBBD[k]‖2F = 252

U for all subcarriers. The vector eD[k] ∈ CU×1 ∼ 253

CN (0, ρdiag [Cov [x̃D[k]]]) captures the transmitter HWI at 254

the IAB donor with ρ ≪ 1, where the transmitter HWI is 255

uncorrelated with the transmit signal. 256

At the IBFD-IAB-node, separate antennas are configured for 257

transmission and reception (i.e., there are nT transmit antenna 258

arrays and U RF chains for transmitting to the UEs node; and 259

nR antenna arrays with U RF chains for receiving data from 260

the IAB donor). Similarly, the subarray structure divides those 261

antenna arrays into U equal panels, each with one RF chain. 262

Without SIC, the decoded signal at the IAB-node for subcarrier 263

k is expressed in (2), shown at the bottom of the page, 264

where WRFN = blkdiag [wRFN,1,wRFN,2, . . . ,wRFN,U ] ∈ 265

CnR×U represents the RF combiner matrix with wRFN,u ∈ 266

C
nR
U
×1, ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U} denoting the RF combiner vector 267

of subarray u. WBBN[k] ∈ C
U×U is the BB combiner 268

matrix. HND[k] ∈ CnR×NT and HSI[k] ∈ CnR×nT are the 269

yN[k] = WH
BBN[k]


WH

RFN (HND[k]xD[k] + HSI[k]xN[k] + zN[k])︸ ︷︷ ︸
yN[k]

+gN[k]


 (2)
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ideal backhaul channel matrix and SI channel matrix at the270

subcarrier k, respectively. zN[k] ∈ CnR×1 ∼ CN (0, σ2
NInR

)271

is the circularly symmetric Gaussian noise. The vector gN[k] ∈272

CU×1 ∼ CN (0, βdiag[Cov[ỹN[k]]]) accounts for the receiver273

HWI at the IAB-node, which is uncorrelated with the received274

signal, with β ≪ 1.275

The vector xN[k] in (2) denotes the signal transmitted from276

the IAB-node at the kth subcarrier, given as277

xN[k] = FRFN


FBBN[k]sN[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸

xN[k]

+eN[k]


 , (3)278

where FRFN = blkdiag [fRFN,1, fRFN,2, . . . , fRFN,U ] ∈279

C
nT×U is the RF precoder matrix with fRFN,u ∈280

C
nT
U
×1, ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U} denoting the RF281

precoder vector of the uth subarray. FBBN[k] =282

[fBBN,1[k], fBBN,2[k], . . . , fBBN,U [k]] ∈ CU×U represents283

the BB precoder matrix with fBBN,u[k] ∈ CU×1, ∀u ∈284

{1, 2, . . . , U}. sN[k] ∈ CU×1 is the transmit data vector285

with covariance matrix of E
{
sN[k]sH

N [k]
}

= Pt

KU
IU286

and is uncorrelated with sD[k]. The vector eN[k] ∈287

C
U×1 ∼ CN (0, ρdiag [Cov [x̃N[k]]]) denotes the transmitter288

HWI at the IAB node, which is uncorrelated with the289

transmit signal. In addition, for all subcarriers, the290

precoder per subarray has to satisfy the constraint of291

‖FRFNfBBN,u[k]‖2F = 1, ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U} for sending data292

stream to the uth UE.293

At the UEs node, there are U devices, each is equipped294

with NR receive antennas and a single RF chain. Thus, the295

received signal at all UEs can be jointly written as296

yE[k] = WH
RFE (HEN[k]xN[k] + zE[k])︸ ︷︷ ︸

yE[k]

+gE[k], (4)297

where yE[k] = [yE,1[k], yE,2[k], . . . , yE,U [k]]
T ∈298

CU×1 with yE,u[k], ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U} denoting299

the decoded signal at the uth UE. WRFE =300

blkdiag [wRFE,1,wRFE,2, . . . ,wRFE,U ] ∈ C
UNR×U is the RF301

combiner matrix with wRFE,u ∈ CNR×1, ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U}302

being the RF combiner vector of the uth UE. HEN[k] =303 [
HT

EN,1[k],HT
EN,2[k], . . . ,HT

EN,U [k]
]T ∈ CUNR×nT is the304

ideal access link channel matrix, where HEN,u[k] ∈ CNR×nT
305

represents the access link channel matrix from the IAB-node306

to the uth UE. zE[k] =
[
zT
E,1[k], zT

E,2[k], . . . , zT
E,U [k]

]T ∈307

CUNR×1 ∼ CN (0, σ2
EIUNR

) is the Gaussian noise308

vector with zE,u[k] ∈ CnR×1, ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U}309

being the Gaussian noise vector at the uth UE. The310

receiver HWI vector gE[k] = [gE,1[k], gE,2[k], . . . ,311

gE,U [k]]T ∈ CU×1 ∼ CN (0, βdiag[Cov[ỹE[k]]]) with312

gE,u[k], ∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U} denoting the receiver HWI at the313

uth UE, which is uncorrelated with the received signal.314

B. General Channel315

For the wideband FR2 communications with the OFDM316

system, a cyclic prefix of length D is added to each OFDM317

symbol, which is equal to the number of delay taps for318

the wideband channel. Due to the scattering effect, the FR2319

signals are likely to arrive in NC clusters, with NL paths 320

reflected by different obstacles in each cluster. A raised-cosine 321

pulse shaping filter p(dTs − τc,l), for d = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1, 322

with Ts-spaced signaling is utilized, where the delay τc,l is 323

defined for the lth path in the cth cluster [22]. Assuming 324

uniform planar arrays (UPAs) with half-wavelength spaced 325

elements, the transmit and receive steering vectors can be 326

written as at(θ
t
c,l, φ

t
c,l) and ar(θ

r
c,l, φ

r
c,l), respectively, where 327

the azimuth θr
c,l/θt

c,l and elevation φr
c,l/φt

c,l angles correspond 328

to the angles of arrival/departure (AoAs/AoDs) for each path 329

in their clusters. Hence, at subcarrier k, a typical FR2 channel 330

model between two nodes can be expressed as 331

H[k] = ArΠ[k]AH
t , (5) 332

where 333

Ar = [ar(θ
r
1,1, φ

r
1,1), . . . ,ar(θ

r
c,l, φ

r
c,l) 334

, . . . ,ar(θ
r
NC ,NL

, φr
NC ,NL

)], (6) 335

At = [at(θ
t
1,1, φ

t
1,1) 336

, . . . ,at(θ
t
c,l, φ

t
c,l), . . . ,at(θ

t
NC ,NL

, φt
NC ,NL

)], (7) 337

Π[k] =
√

NrNt

NCNLP̄L
338

×




α1,1χ1,1[k] ... 0

...
. . .

...
0 ... αc,lχc,l[k] ... 0

...
. . .

...
0 ... αNC,NL

χNC,NL
[k]


 , 339

(8) 340

and χc,l[k] =
∑D−1

d=0 p(dTs−τc,l)e
(−j 2πkd

K
).Nt andNr denote 341

the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. αc,l 342

is the complex gain. P̄L denotes the average path loss due to 343

the high attenuation of FR2 band channel. The close-in path 344

loss model is adopted rather than the free space path loss [23], 345

given as 346

P̄L =

(
4πr0

λ

)2 (
r

r0

)µ

, (9) 347

where r0, r, λ, and µ represent the reference distance, dis- 348

tance between transceiver, wavelength, and path loss expo- 349

nent, respectively. Moreover, since for arbitrary transmission 350

networks, the line-of-sight (LOS) component has a high prob- 351

ability of being blocked by obstacles. Therefore, an non-line- 352

of-sight (NLOS) path loss exponent is preferred. Furthermore, 353

the steering vector is defined as 354

a(θ, φ) =
1√
N

[
1, a1(θ, φ), . . . , aN−1(θ, φ)]T , (10) 355

where an(θ, φ) = ej 2π
λ

rT
nu(θ,φ); N is the number of 356

antenna arrays in the UPA; rn = [xn, yn, zn]T is 357

the coordinate of the nth antenna element; u(θ, φ) = 358

[cos θ cosφ, sin θ cosφ, sin φ]T is the unit-norm direction vec- 359

tor. In this work, the arrays are placed in the XY-plane, and 360

the elevation angles are measured from the XY-plane. Besides, 361

the z-axis indicates the array height measured from the UPA 362

plane, which is assumed to be negligible, i.e., zn ≈ 0. 363
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a wideband FR2-IBFD-IAB multiuser system with subarray hybrid beamforming.

C. Self-Interference Channel364

The most important issue in the IBFD transmission is365

the introduction of the SI on the IAB-node. Due to the366

proximity of the transceiver on the IAB-node, the attenuation367

of the SI channel is significantly less than that of the typical368

communication channels, which contributes high power SI to369

the backhaul link and degrades its SE. In order to reduce the370

effect of the SI, a staged SIC scheme will be introduced in371

later sections.372

Since the distinct SI channel model for the FR2 band373

is still unknown, most of the works have considered374

the hypothetical SI channel for narrowband communica-375

tions [6], [24]. Fortunately, a hypothetical model is pro-376

posed for the wideband SI channel in [25]. According to377

[24], [25], after some minor modifications, we model the378

hypothesis wideband SI channel as follows. Unlike the general379

channel in the previous subsection, the SI channel is likely to380

be modeled as a Rician-alike channel with Rician factor κ.381

The LOS part, HSI,L, is adopted to a near-field model with382

spherical waveform and is assumed to be frequency flat. The383

frequency response of the LOS component is given as384

HSI,L =
[
ar(θ

r, φr)aH
t (θt, φt)

]
⊙R, (11)385

where only one AoA/AoD is assumed for the LOS link. The386

entries of R is [R]p,q = γ
rpq

e−j2π
rpq

λ with rpq denoting the387

distance between the pth element of the receive antenna and388

the qth element of the transmit antenna at the IAB-node. γ =389 √
nRnT is the normalization factor ensuring that the norm of390

HSI,L remains the same before and after multiplying with the391

steering vectors.392

The NLOS part, HSI,N, is expressed similar to the general393

channel model in (5), but with a few clusters and rays.394

Consequently, the entire SI channel for subcarrier k can be395

expressed as396

HSI[k] =

√
κ

κ + 1
HSI,L +

√
1

κ + 1
HSI,N[k]. (12)397

III. ANALOG SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION398

In this section, the working principle and limiting factor399

of the conventional A-SIC idea are presented first. Then, the400

OD-based canceler is described, followed by the implemen- 401

tation details of such canceler design for the FR2-IBFD-IAB 402

networks. In this work, we assume the antenna isolation has 403

already been deployed before A-SIC. 404

A. Working Principle and Limitations 405

A-SIC is essential to avoid receiver saturation. Otherwise, 406

the signal-of-interest cannot be quantized precisely [11], [26]. 407

Active A-SIC is based on a subtraction idea, i.e., a replica 408

of the received SI signal generated by the analog canceler is 409

inserted into the receiver chain to subtract the received SI. The 410

canceler is made up of limited number of tunable delay lines to 411

capture the multi-path nature of the SI channel, where passive 412

components are utilized to construct tunable delay lines to 413

minimize the non-linearity effects. With multi-tap RF canceler, 414

one can cancel the SI from reflection paths in addition to the 415

direct path. By considering the hardware insertion losses, the 416

frequency response of a single multi-tap RF canceler can be 417

given as 418

hcan[ω] = α̂

M∑

m=1

αmβm (wI,m + jwQ,m) e−jωτm , (13) 419

where α̂ is the attenuation introduced by coupling the RF 420

signal into the canceler; αm is the propagation loss of each 421

delay line; βm denotes the tap coupling factor [14, (4)]; 422

wI,m and wQ,m are tunable weights; and τm is the delay. 423

The optimal weights are tuned to minimize the difference 424

between the frequency components of the canceler and the SI 425

channel within the band of interest (BoI) (for details, see [11]). 426

Equation (13) suggests that the number of taps M decides 427

the available degrees of freedom for this optimization. The 428

key factor for efficient wideband A-SIC is the realization of 429

a sufficient number of taps (i.e., delay lines) [27]. For wider 430

operational bandwidth, more frequency components need to 431

be optimized, and more degrees of freedom, i.e., taps, are 432

required. 433

B. OD-Based A-SIC 434

For the conventional canceler, the insertion losses increase 435

with an increasing number of taps (i.e., αm and βm are 436
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the OD-based analog canceler.

small for large m in (13)), which results in a large difference437

between the signal power at the first and the later taps.438

Therefore, the signals coupled into the later taps cannot439

replicate the desired signal level and degrade the cancellation440

performance. Conventionally, electrical attenuators and micro-441

strips or cables can be used for constructing the tunable442

delay lines. However, it is demonstrated that these electrical443

components have significant propagation loss and coupling444

loss that limit the number of effective taps [14], thus limit-445

ing the operational bandwidth and cancellation performance.446

Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks, an OD-based analog447

canceler has recently been investigated in [14], whose structure448

is illustrated in Fig. 3.449

Regarding the OD-based canceler mechanism, the RF ref-450

erence signal is first converted to the optical domain by451

modulating onto optical carriers through the Mach–Zehnder452

modulator (MZM). These optical carriers are generated by453

tunable lasers according to the grating wavelengths, and the454

power of these carriers is adjusted by variable optical atten-455

uators (VOAs). Then, M optical carriers are combined by a456

multiplexer (MUX) for propagating into a single fiber accord-457

ing to the obtained weights. The reference signal modulated458

on the optical carrier at wavelength λB,m will be reflected at459

the mth grating while propagating through the fiber-Bragg-460

grating (FBG). This reflection happens at different gratings461

causes different time delays to the coupled reference signal.462

Next, the reflected signals are detected by photo-diodes to463

remove the optical carriers. Finally, the canceler yields an464

accumulation of multiple weighted and delayed versions of465

the input reference signal as the canceler output [14]. Since466

the weights are achieved by attenuators, which can only be467

real and non-negative; however, the SI channel is complex.468

Thus, four FBGs are needed to realize the complex response469

of the canceler.470

The OD-based canceler can also be described by (13). 471

Compared with conventional canceler, OD-based canceler has 472

smaller insertion losses, i.e., αm and βm are almost constant 473

with increasing m. Theoretically, almost constant insertion 474

losses in the OD-based canceler allow hundreds of effective 475

taps to be implemented to enlarge the operational bandwidth. 476

C. Proposed OD-Based A-SIC 477

In order to realize the OD-based canceler design in the 478

MIMO system, nR × nT cancelers are traditionally required 479

to match the nR × nT SI channel matrix, where each can- 480

celer is constructed and tuned as described above. However, 481

such a canceler deployment will be extremely costly for the 482

FR2 communications, especially for the OD-based canceler. 483

In order to reduce the cost, we tap off the SI signal from the 484

RF chains before the RF precoder at the IAB-node transmitter 485

and insert the outputs of these analog cancelers back to the 486

RF chains at the IAB-node receiver after the RF combiner 487

(see Fig 2) [28]. With this architecture, the required number of 488

analog cancelers can be reduced from nT×nR to U×U , which 489

is of great benefit to the cost and practical implementation. 490

Since a single canceler can be tuned by adjusting the weights 491

to imitate the estimated RF SI channel ĥSI,pq[ω] between the 492

pth transmitter’s RF chain to the qth receiver’s RF chain, where 493

p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U}, the following optimization problem will 494

need to be run for each canceler established between the 495

pqth RF chain pair over the BoI, which is cast as 496

arg min
{w

pq
I,m

, w
pq
Q,m}M

m=1

497

×
U∑

p=1

U∑

q=1

{∥∥∥ĥSI,pq[ω]− hcan,pq[ω]
∥∥∥

2
}ω1

ω=ω0

498

s.t. − 1 ≤ wpq
I,m ≤ 1, −1 ≤ wpq

Q,m ≤ 1, (14) 499
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where [ω0, ω1] spans the BoI, i.e., [27.8 GHz, 28.2 GHz] in this500

work. The operator {‖·‖2}ω1
ω=ω0

means the sum of the squared501

error across all frequency components within [ω0, ω1] since502

the sampled version of the BoI is considered [27]. hcan,pq[ω]503

is the canceler response for mitigating the SI between the504

pqth transceiver RF chain pair, which is represents by (13).505

The constraints come from passive VOAs. With the channel506

state information (CSI) of the estimated RF SI channel and507

the frequency response of the canceler without VOA effects508

being known as a prior, the optimal weights can be obtained509

by the least-squares (LS) method.510

Since the A-SIC performance mainly depends on the fre-511

quency selectivity of the SI channel and the number of taps in512

the canceler, and due to the fact that the RF beamformers513

do not affect the frequency selectivity of the SI channel,514

we assume the amount of cancellation for the RF SI channel515

to be the same as that for the SI channel. Thus, we obtain the516

A-SIC performance through simulating with the SI channel517

instead of the RF SI channel and reflect the A-SIC effect by518

simply scaling the SI signal with a power attenuation factor.519

In this work, we assume antenna isolation also attenuates the520

SI signal in a frequency-flat manner [29]. Thus, after A-SIC,521

the term HSI[k]xN[k] in (2) is scaled by
√

η with the scalar522

η being the amount of SI signal strength attenuated by both523

the antenna isolation and A-SIC.524

IV. RF CODEBOOK DESIGN AND RF EFFECTIVE525

CHANNEL ESTIMATION526

In practice, the RF precoders/combiners are usually imple-527

mented using finite resolution PSs, i.e., they are selected528

from the pre-defined RF codebooks. Besides, the estimation529

of the large and sparse mmWave channel is difficult in reality.530

Motivated by these, in this section, a modified LBG algorithm531

will be introduced for designing the RF codebook, followed532

by the estimation of the RF effective channels after A-SIC.533

A. Modified MSE-Based LBG Algorithm for RF Codebook534

Design535

The LBG algorithm is a popular vector quantization scheme536

and is treated as an extension of the Lloyd-Max scalar quan-537

tization algorithm [30]. Conventionally, for a matrix quantiza-538

tion, the existing codebooks work by vector-wise comparison539

can lead to a low-rank behavior on the quantized matrix2.540

Therefore, to avoid that, we modify the LBG algorithm to541

yield the B bits codebook with matrix codewords directly,542

whose steps are described as follows.543

• Step 1 (Initialization):544

Given the training set F =
{
FRF,t|t = 1, 2, . . . , T,545

|FRF,t|pq
= 1 if [FRF,t]p,q

6= 0
}
with T entries,546

whose each entry is a block diagonal matrix with each547

block denoted by the angle of complex Gaussian random548

2Suppose each subarray has multiple RF chains. With a vector-wise code-
book, likely, the columns for the RF beamforming matrix of a certain subarray
may be assigned to the same vector codeword, which can result in a low-rank
matrix and the loss of degrees of freedom.

numbers with zero mean and unit variance3. The code- 549

book C is initialized with an entry C1(0), obtained by 550

the angle of the mean value of the training set as 551

C1(0) = e
j arg

T
t=1 FRF,t

T
. (15) 552

• Step 2 (Splitting): 553

This step splits each entry of the b bits codebook C into 554

two new ones to initialize the b+1 bits codebook, where 555

b = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1. To achieve that, we perturb each 556

entry Ci(b) as, 557

C
(0)

i+2b(b + 1) = ej arg(
√

1−ǫ2Ci(b)+ǫPi(b)), 558

C
(0)
i (b + 1) = ej arg(

√
1−ǫ2Ci(b)−ǫPi(b)), (16) 559

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 2b, ǫ is a small positive value 560

(e.g., 10−3), Pi(b) is a block diagonal matrix, whose 561

each block is drawn from the angle of CN (0, 1) random 562

numbers. 563

• Step 3 (Cluster Assignment): 564

In this step, using the nearest neighbor routine based 565

on MSE, the training set is divided into 2b+1 (i.e., |C|) 566

clusters, the centroid of cluster j is given by C
(v)
j (b+1), 567

where v = 0, 1, . . . , V − 1 with V being the max- 568

imum number of iterations of Step 5. E.g., FRF,t 569

is in the cluster 1 if d
(
FRF,t,C

(v)
1 (b + 1)

)
≤ 570

d
(
FRF,t,C

(v)
j (b + 1)

)
, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , |C|, where 571

d (X,Y) = 1
PQ

∑P
p=1

∑Q
q=1 ([X]p,q − [Y]p,q)

2
, and P , 572

Q denote the number of rows and columns of the matrix, 573

respectively. 574

• Step 4 (Centroid Update): 575

Each entry of the codebook is updated with the centroid 576

of the corresponding cluster. The centroid is computed 577

via the solution of the following optimization problem, 578

that is 579

Ĉ
(v)
j (b + 1) = arg min

C
(v)
j

(b+1)

∑

FRF,t∈j

d 580

×
(
FRF,t,C

(v)
j (b + 1)

)
. (17) 581

Thus, the new centroid Ĉ
(v)
j (b+1) is given by the angle 582

of the mean value of all FRF,t in the jth cluster. 583

• Step 5 (Inner Loop): 584

Go to step 3 until the maximum number of iterations V 585

is reached (e.g., V = 50). 586

• Step 6 (Outer Loop): 587

Go to step 2 until the length of the codebook b + 1 is 588

equal to the desired codebook length B. 589

3Optimally, the training set should have consisted of the optimal RF
precoders/combiners, which are derived by the angle of the dominant
eigenvector(s) corresponding to the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the
channel correlation matrix (i.e., the sample covariance matrix) [17]. However,
as aforementioned, the mmWave channel is hard to be estimated. Therefore,
by exploring the distribution of the RF precoders/combiners, i.e., the values
in the RF precoder/combiner matrix are isotropically (uniformly) distributed
[31], [32, Lemma 1, 2], we construct the entries of the training set by the
angle of CN (0, 1) random numbers.
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B. RF Effective Channel Estimation590

Given the RF codebooks, we can estimate the RF effective591

channels for designing the BB beamformers. Note that the592

RF effective channels estimated in this section are those593

after A-SIC by assuming BB beamformers to be identity594

matrices [13].595

There are two phases in the RF effective channel estimation:596

i) RF precoder-combiner pair selection; ii) RF effective chan-597

nel estimation. The RF beamformers are designed to maximize598

the desired signal in their corresponding links. We treat the599

whole OFDM symbols as pilots and assume only the IAB600

donor or the IAB node can transmit data in a time slot.601

Moreover, the identity BB beamformer matrices are omitted602

here.603

1) Phase 1 (RF Precoder-Combiner Pair Selection): The604

received backhaul link signal of the kth pilot subcarrier at the605

IAB-node, which uses the pth codeword of the codebook FD606

as the RF precoder and the qth codeword of the codebookWN607

as the RF combiner, is given by608

YN[k](p, q) = WH
RFN,q[HND[k]FRFD,p (SD[k] + ED[k])609

+ZN[k]] + GN[k], (18)610

where SD[k] ∈ CU×U is the matrix of orthogonal pilot611

signal with SD[k]SH
D [k] = Pt

KU
IU . ED[k] ∈ CU×U , GD[k] ∈612

CU×U , and ZN[k] ∈ CU×U are the noise matrices caused613

by the transmitter HWI, receiver HWI, and Gaussian noise,614

respectively, following the same statistics in (1) and (2).615

Similarly, the jointly received access link signal of the616

kth pilot subcarrier across all UEs, which uses the pth code-617

word of the codebook FN as the RF precoder and the618

qth codeword of the codebookWE as the RF combiner, is cast619

as620

YE[k](p, q) = WH
RFE,q[HEN[k]FRFN,p (SN[k] + EN[k])621

+ZE[k]] + GE[k], (19)622

where the matrix of orthogonal pilot signal SN[k] ∈ CU×U has623

SN[k]SH
N [k] = Pt

KU
IU . EN[k] ∈ C

U×U , GE[k] ∈ C
U×U , and624

ZE[k] ∈ CU×U are the transmitter HWI, receiver HWI, and625

Gaussian noise matrix, respectively, with the same statistics626

in (3) and (4).627

According to the beam management [33], each time, a code-628

word is chosen from their corresponding codebook and the RF629

precoder and combiner pairs that can maximize the received630

power among all pilot subcarriers are selected, given as631

{FRFD,WRFN} = arg max
p,q

K∑

k=1

‖YN[k](p, q)‖2F (20a)632

subject to FRFD,p ∈ FD,633

WRFN,q ∈ WN. (20b)634

{FRFN,WRFE} = arg max
p,q

K∑

k=1

‖YE[k](p, q)‖2F (21a)635

subject to FRFN,p ∈ FN,636

WRFE,q ∈ WE. (21b)637

In this work, the RF beamformers for all nodes can be638

selected from the same isotropic RF codebook derived from639

the last subsection.640

2) Phase 2 (RF Effective Channel Estimation): Given the 641

RF precoder/combiner, one can estimate the RF effective 642

channel with the help of pilot signal by standard estimation 643

methods, such as, the LS. 644

Consequently, after estimation, we can write the ideal RF 645

effective channel matrix as the sum of the estimated RF 646

effective channel matrix Ĥ
eff

(·) [k] and the estimation error 647

matrix ∆(·)[k], given as 648

WH
RFNHND[k]FRFD = Ĥ

eff
ND [k] + ∆ND[k], (22) 649

√
ηWH

RFNHSI[k]FRFN = Ĥ
eff
SI [k] + ∆SI[k], (23) 650

WH
RFEHEN[k]FRFN = Ĥ

eff
EN [k] + ∆EN[k], (24) 651

where we assume the channel estimation errors ∆ND[k], 652

∆SI[k], and ∆EN[k] have the covariance matrices of 653

Cov [∆ND[k]] = σ2
e,NDIM , Cov [∆SI[k]] = σ2

e,SIIM , and 654

Cov [∆EN[k]] = σ2
e,ENIM [34], [35]. 655

V. DIGITAL SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION 656

After A-SIC, the RSI left by previous stages will be 657

processed in the digital domain of the IAB-node receiver. 658

In practice, since the IAB-node knows its transmitted code- 659

word sN[k] and we can know the estimated RF effective SI 660

channel Ĥ
eff
SI [k] by the process in Section IV. Then, with the 661

help of successive interference cancellation, we can cancel out 662

Ĥ
eff
SI [k]FBBN[k]sN[k]. 663

Consequently, after subtraction, the decoded signal at the 664

IAB-node in (2) can be reconstructed as 665

ŷN[k] = WH
BBN[k]

(
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

)
, (25) 666

where WBBN[k] is designed to act as the minimum 667

mean-squared error (MMSE) BB combiner, which 668

will be described in the next section. ˜̂yN[k] = 669

WH
RFN

(
HND[k]xD[k] +

√
ηHSI[k]FRFNeN[k] + zN[k]

)
+ 670

∆SI[k]FBBN[k]sN[k] 671

VI. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY AND BASEBAND 672

BEAMFORMING DESIGN 673

A. Spectral Efficiency 674

Define ζ = Pt

KU
and substitute (1), (22), and (23) into (25), 675

the SE of the backhaul link is expressed according to (25), 676

given as 677

Rb =
1

K

K∑

k=1

log2 det
{
IU + WH

BBN[k]Φb[k]WBBN[k] 678

×
(
WH

BBN[k]Ωb[k]WBBN[k]
)−1

}
, (26) 679

where Φb[k] is the covariance matrix for the known part 680

of the desired signal. Ωb[k] represents the covariance matrix 681

consisting of the noise given by the channel estimation error, 682

the transceiver HWI, and the Gaussian noise. 683

Φb[k] = ζĤeff
ND [k]FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
(
Ĥ

eff
ND [k]

)H

. (27) 684
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Ωb[k] = Ω
(1)
b [k] + Ω

(2)
b [k] + Ω

(3)
b [k] + σ2

NWH
RFNWRFN︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gaussian noise

685

(a)
= Ω

(1)
b [k] + Ω

(2)
b [k] + Ω

(3)
b [k] + σ2

N

nR

U
IU , (28)686

where (a) is derived according to the property of RF beam-687

formers, i.e., WH
RFNWRFN = nR

U
IU .688

Ω
(1)
b [k] = Cov

[
Ĥ

eff
ND [k]eD[k] + ∆ND[k]eD[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
backhaul channel transmitter HWI

689

+ ∆ND[k]FBBD[k]sD[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
backhaul channel estimation error

]
690

(b)
= ζρĤeff

ND [k]diag
[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
] (

Ĥ
eff
ND [k]

)H

691

+ σ2
e,NDζ(ρ + 1)tr

[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
]
IU , (29a)692

where (b) is obtained by following simplifications:693

[Cov [∆ND[k]eD[k]]]m,n694

=
∑

p

[
E

{[
∆ND[k]

]

m,p

[
∆H

ND[k]

]

p,n

695

×
[∥∥∥∥eD[k]

∥∥∥∥
2]

p

}]

m,n

696

= σ2
e,ND

∑

p

[
E

{[
‖eD[k]‖2

]

p

}]

m,n

δm,n697

= σ2
e,NDδm,ntr

[
E

{
eD[k]eH

D [k]
}]

698

= σ2
e,NDζρtr

[
diag

[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
]]

δm,n699

= σ2
e,NDζρtr

[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
]
δm,n, (29b)700

[Cov [∆ND[k]FBBD[k]sD[k]]]m,n701

= ζ
∑

p,q

[
E

{[
∆ND[k]

]

m,p

[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]

]

p,q

702

×
[
∆H

ND[k]

]

q,n

}]

m,n

703

= σ2
e,NDζ

∑

p,q

[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
]
p,q

δm,nδp,q704

= σ2
e,NDζtr

[
FBBD[k]FH

BBD[k]
]
δm,n. (29c)705

Ω
(2)
b [n] = Cov

[
Ĥ

eff
SI [k]eN[k] + ∆SI[k]eN[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸

SI channel transmitter HWI

706

+ ∆SI[k]FBBN[k]sN[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
SI channel estimation error

]
707

(c)
= ζρĤeff

SI [k]diag
[
FBBN[k]FH

BBN[k]
] (

Ĥ
eff
SI [k]

)H

708

+ σ2
e,SIζ(ρ + 1)tr

[
FBBN[k]FH

BBN[k]
]
IU , (30)709

where (c) is derived by using the similar simplification710

processes shown in (29b) and (29c).711

Ω
(3)
b [k] = βdiag

[
Cov

[
˜̂yN[k]

]]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
receiver HWI

712

= βdiag
[
Φb[k] + Ω

(1)
b [k] + Ω

(2)
b [k] + σ2

N

nR

U
IU

]
.713

(31)714

Next, we will derive the sum SE expression of the access 715

link across all users. The decoded signal at the uth user is 716

given as 717

yE,u[k] = wH
RFE,u (HEN,u[k]xN[k] + zE,u[k])

︸ ︷︷ ︸
yE,u[k]

+gE,u[k]. 718

(32) 719

By substituting (3) and (24) into (32), we can have the sum 720

SE expression of the access link as follows, that is 721

Ra =

U∑

u=1

1

K

K∑

k=1

log2

(
1 +

Φa,u[k]

Ωa,u[k]

)
, (33) 722

where Φa,u[k] denotes the covariance for the known part of the 723

uth user’s desired signal and Ωa,u[k] represents the covariance 724

of the noise given by the multiuser interference, the channel 725

estimation error, the transceiver HWI, and the Gaussian noise 726

at the uth user. 727

Φa,u[k] = ζĥeff
EN,u[k]fBBN,u[k]fH

BBN,u[k]
(
ĥ

eff
EN,u[k]

)H

, (34) 728

where Ĥ
eff
EN [k] = [(ĥeff

EN,1[k])T , (ĥeff
EN,2[k])T , . . . , (ĥeff

EN,U [k])T ]T 729

with {ĥeff
EN,u[k]}U

u=1 ∈ C1×U . 730

Ωa,u[k] = Ω(1)
a,u[k] + Ω(2)

a,u[k] + Ω(3)
a,u[k] + σ2

EwH
RFE,uwRFE,u︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gaussian noise

731

(d)
= Ω(1)

a,u[k] + Ω(2)
a,u[k] + Ω(3)

a,u[k] + σ2
ENR, (35) 732

where (d) comes from the property of RF beamformers, 733

i.e., wH
RFE,uwRFE,u = NR. 734

Ω(1)
a,u[k] 735

= Cov

[ U∑

v=1,v 6=u

ĥ
eff
EN,u[k]fBBN,v[k]sN,v[k]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
multiuser interference

+ĥ
eff
EN,u[k]eN[k]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
transmitter HWI

]
736

= ζ

U∑

v=1,v 6=u

ĥ
eff
EN,u[k]fBBN,v[k]fH

BBN,v[k]
(
ĥ

eff
EN,u[k]

)H

737

+ ζρĥeff
EN,u[k]diag

[
FBBN[k]FH

BBN[k]
] (

ĥ
eff
EN,u[k]

)H

, 738

(36) 739

where sN[k] = [sN,1[k], sN,2[k], . . . , sN,U [k]]T . 740

Ω(2)
a,u[k] = Cov

[
∆EN,u[k]eN[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
transmitter HWI

+∆EN,u[k]FBBN[k]sN[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
channel estimation error

]
741

(e)
= σ2

e,ENζ(ρ + 1)tr
[
FBBN[k]FH

BBN[k]
]
, (37) 742

where ∆EN[k] = [(∆EN,1[k])T , (∆EN,2[k])T , . . . , 743

(∆EN,U [k])T ]T with {∆EN,u[k]}Uu=1 ∈ C1×U and (e) 744

is obtained by adopting the similar simplifications in (29b) 745

and (29c). 746

Ω(3)
a,u[k] = β ‖ỹE,u[k]‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸

receiver HWI

747

= β
(
Φa,u[k] + Ω(1)

a,u[k] + Ω(2)
a,u[k] + σ2

ENR

)
. (38) 748
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B. Baseband Beamforming Design749

Given the RF beamformers and RF effective channels750

derived from Section IV, we aim to design the BB beam-751

formers for both the backhaul and access links.752

For the backhaul link, the kth BB precoder which max-753

imizes the SE is obtained using the right singular vectors754

VND[k] of the kth estimated RF effective backhaul link755

channel matrix Ĥ
eff
ND [k], that is756

FBBD[k] = [VND[k]]:,1:U . (39)757

Due to the precoder constraint, the BB precoder is updated758

as FBBD[k]←
√

UFBBD[k]
||FRFDFBBD[k]||

F
.759

Next, the design of the BB precoder FBBN[k] at the760

IAB-node transmitter aims to null the multiuser interference761

by the zero forcing, which is762

FBBN[k] =
(
Ĥ

eff
EN [k]

)H
[
Ĥ

eff
EN [k]

(
Ĥ

eff
EN [k]

)H
]−1

. (40)763

Similarly, the BB precoder should be normalized as764

fBBN,u[k]← fBBN,u[k]
||FRFNfBBN,u[k]||

F

∀u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , U}.765

Finally, with the fact that the channel estimation error is766

uncorrelated with the data vector, and we assume the strength767

of HWI and channel estimation error are known as a prior.768

The MMSE BB combiner for the kth subcarrier WBBN[k]769

is designed by solving the following optimization problem,770

which is771

arg min
WBBN[k]

E

{
‖sD[k]− ŷN[k]‖22

}
. (41)772

By solving
∂E{‖sD[k]−ŷN[k]‖22}

∂WH
BBN[k]

= 0 (see Appendix-A),773

we have774

WBBN[k] = E

{(
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

) (
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

)H
}−1

775

×E

{(
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

)
sH
D [k]

}
776

= ζ (Φb[k] + Ωb[k])−1
Ĥ

eff
ND [k]FBBD[k]. (42)777

VII. SIMULATIONS778

In this section, simulation results will be shown to ana-779

lyze the performance of our designed networks. Each subar-780

ray (users) has 16×4 UPA with 1 RF chain. The rolling factor781

of the pulse shaping filter is 1. Both communication links782

have NC = 8 clusters, each with NL = 10 rays, whereas the783

NLOS component of the SI channel has NC = 2 clusters, each784

with NL = 8 rays. Both azimuth and elevation AOAs/AODs785

can be expressed as the sum of the mean angle of each786

cluster and the angle shifts in the cluster. The mean azimuth787

and elevation AOAs/AODs of each cluster are assumed as788

uniformly distributed in [−π, π], and
[
−π

2 , π
2

]
, respectively.789

In each cluster, the AOAs/AODs have Laplacian distribution790

with an angle spread of 5◦. The transceiver arrays at the IBFD-791

IAB-node have a separation angle of π
6 . Assume σ2

N = σ2
E =792

σ2, we define SNR , Pr

σ2KU
, where Pr = Pt

P̄L
is the ratio793

between transmit power and average path loss according to794

the Friis’ law. We let HWI factors ρ = β be the same for all795

Fig. 4. Comparison between the performance of (a) traditional micro-strip
analog canceler; (b) OD-based analog canceler (SI channel has a delay spread
of 200 ns).

channels. The backhaul link SE of the HD scheme is given 796

by removing the part relevant to the SI in (26) due to non- 797

simultaneous transmission and reception. Moreover, for both 798

links, the (sum) SE expressions for HD transmission need to be 799

scaled by 0.5 since separate time-frequency signaling channels 800

are used for backhaul and access link. Other parameters and 801

their default values used in the simulations are summarized in 802

Table I. 803

A. Performance of OD-Based Analog Canceler 804

Assume the propagation loss of the FBG (coiled 805

into 2 cm) is 0.461 dB/m, and that of the micro-strip is 806

2.967 dB/m [14]. The OD-based design uses a 20 dB hybrid 807

coupler to couple the RF reference signal into the OD-based 808

canceler, while the conventional electrical canceler uses a 0 dB 809

coupler. Besides, to explore the best performance, the tap 810

delay varies according to the number of taps to cover the 811

delay spread. Fig. 4 shows the A-SIC abilities (in dB) of 812

the traditional micro-strip canceler (see Fig. 4(a)) and the 813

OD-based canceler (see Fig. 4(b)) for different bandwidths 814
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TABLE I

SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND DEFAULT VALUES

and numbers of taps. Simulations are run with 200 ns of815

significant delay spread for the SI channel, which reflects a816

bad channel condition. Although a measurement for the SI817

channel delay spread is done in [37], a general delay spread818

value is still lacking in the literature. Fig. 4(a) shows that819

creating a large number of taps with conventional electrical820

components (e.g., cables or micro-strips) degrades the perfor-821

mance rather than improving it due to significant insertion822

losses. It can be seen that less than 15 dB of cancellation823

is achieved under 200 MHz bandwidth. Fig. 4(b) shows that824

under 400 MHz bandwidth, OD-based canceler can achieve825

around 25 dB of cancellation in FR2 wideband with 100 taps,826

which is also proved in [14]. Note that this result shows the827

cancellation ability that can be achieved between a single RF828

chain pair. In this work, we assume antenna isolation and829

our A-SIC can attenuate the SI signal power by 55 dB [10]830

and 25 dB, respectively.831

B. Performance of the Proposed Codebook Design832

The comparison on the (sum) SE of the backhaul and833

access links with RF precoders/combiners selected from our834

proposed matrix-wise codebooks and vector-wise codebooks835

designed by conventional MSE-based LBG algorithm in [30],836

respectively, for the subarray structure is plotted in Fig. 5.837

In order to get a fair comparison, a b-bit vector codebook838

should be compared with an NRFb-bit matrix codebook, where839

NRF is the number of RF chains
5. We assume perfect CSI and840

hardware. The RF precoders/combiners with infinite resolution841

PSs are designed according to [17]. It can be seen that, for842

both kinds of codebooks, as the number of codebook size843

increases, the performance becomes closer to the ideal one844

(i.e., infinite resolution). Obviously, our matrix codebook can845

provide better performance than the vector codebook designed846

by the conventional LBG algorithm, which shows the success-847

5For vector quantization, since each column of the RF beamformer matrix
selects one codeword from a b-bit vector codebook, we can get 2NRFb

different candidate matrices, which is equal to the number of codeworks in a
NRFb-bit matrix codebook.

ful applicability of our modified MSE-based LBG codebook 848

design. However, there is still a small gap between the ideal 849

one and the curves derived with 8 bits matrix codebook for 850

both links. A large size of codebook can be used to reduce 851

the gap. Moreover, the HD operation yields lower (sum) SE 852

than that of the IBFD scheme. 853

C. Performance of Different Beamforming Schemes 854

Fig. 6 shows the SE of the backhaul link for different beam- 855

forming schemes. The ideal curves are plotted by assuming 856

perfect CSI and SIC without HWI. The design of the RF 857

precoders/combiners for the ideal fully connected and subarray 858

structures follows the process in [17], which have infinite 859

resolution. The non-ideal curves are plotted by our proposed 860

design algorithm with 8 bits RF codebook and setting ρ = 861

β = −80 dB, σ2
e,ND = σ2

e,EN = σ2
e,SI = −120 dB. It can be 862

observed that for the IBFD scheme, these three beamforming 863

schemes evaluated in the figure are separated by a significant 864

rate loss. Although the rate loss is evident, the subarray 865

structure can significantly reduce the hardware complexity 866

and provide low-computationally intensive precoders, which 867

is beneficial for industrial implementations. Further, with our 868

staged SIC, the SE of the subarray structure is very close to 869

its ideal one; however, it shows some degrees of freedom loss 870

at high SNR due to RSI caused by HWI and RF effective 871

channel uncertainties. Fortunately, the losses on degrees of 872

freedom and SE are further reduced by increasing the number 873

of RF chains at the IAB-node receiver from 4 to 8 (see the 874

green and orange curves in Fig. 6). 875

D. Effect of RSI on the SE of the Backhaul Link 876

In Fig. 7, with RF precoders/combiners selected from 1, 877

4, 8 bits codebooks, respectively, we would like to study 878

how the RSI caused by RF effective SI channel estimation 879

error and HWI can affect the SE performance of the backhaul 880

link at different SNR values. With ρ = β = −80 dB and 881

σ2
e,ND = σ2

e,EN = −120 dB, we plot the SE performance of 882

the backhaul link in Fig. 7(a) by varying the channel estimation 883
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Fig. 5. Comparison on the (sum) SE of 4-subarray hybrid beamforming
structure with different kinds of codebooks for (a) backhaul link; (b) access
link with 4 users. Each subarray (user) is equipped with 16×4 UPA and 1 RF
chain (perfect CSI without HWI).

error of the SI RF effective channel. Interestingly, it is worth884

noting that as the size of the RF codebook increases, the885

intersection point (i.e., the point where both the IBFD and HD886

have the same performance) shifts to the right at a fixed SNR,887

which means the system can tolerate more RSI caused by888

channel estimation error. On the contrary, when the codebook889

size is fixed, as SNR increases, the intersection point shifts890

to the left. By assuming all effective channels have the same891

estimation error of −120 dB, Fig. 7(b) shows the backhaul892

link SE performance with varying HWI factors. Similar to the893

trend in Fig. 7(a), with the same codebook size, as the SNR894

increase, the system can tolerate less RSI caused by HWI. The895

tolerance is improved at a fixed SNR when the codebook size896

increases. Moreover, an almost doubled SE can be achieved897

by the IBFD compared to that of the HD when HWI factors898

(and channel estimation errors) are small enough, as can be899

seen in Fig. 7.900

Fig. 6. SE of backhaul link for different beamforming schemes. Each
subarray (user) has 16×4 UPA. The IAB donor and IAB-node have 16×16
UPA for fully connected structure. (ρ = β = −80 dB, σ2

e,ND
= σ2

e,EN
=

σ2

e,SI
= −120 dB).

Fig. 7. SE of the backhaul link at SNR = −5, 0, 5 dB with 4-subarray hybrid
beamforming structure, where RF beamformers are selected from different
size of codebooks, in the presence of different values of (a) SI RF effective
channel estimation error (ρ = β = −80 dB, σ2

e,ND
= σ2

e,EN
= −120 dB);

(b) HWI (ρ = β, σ2

e,ND
= σ2

e,EN
= σ2

e,SI
= −120 dB).

VIII. CONCLUSION 901

In this paper, we have studied FR2 wideband IBFD-IAB 902

networks under subarray structures, which are simpler to 903
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deploy and more cost-effective than fully-connected ones. For904

this system, we have proposed the RF codebook design for the905

subarray structure with hybrid precoding. Compared with the906

traditional vector-wise codebook, our matrix-wise codebook907

can avoid low-rank matrix and loss of degrees of freedom.908

We also introduced the staged SIC scheme. In order to reduce909

the deployment cost, we have established the canceler on each910

RF chain pair and utilized the OD-based analog canceler to911

reduce the effect of insertion loss. The RSI left by the A-SIC912

was handled in the digital domain by successive interfer-913

ence cancellation and MMSE BB combiner. Simulations have914

shown that under 400 MHz bandwidth, our OD-based canceler915

can achieve about 25 dB cancellation with 100 taps as well as916

experiencing constant insertion loss, which cannot be realized917

by the traditional micro-strip canceler. With large HWI and RF918

effective SI channel uncertainties, the IBFD transmission expe-919

riences performance limitation in the backhaul link; however,920

for small HWI and uncertainties, the IBFD promises almost921

doubled SE compared with that of the HD.922

Further work will include investigating multicell IBFD-IAB923

systems, optimal power allocation, and efficient antenna can-924

cellation. Besides, the SI channel model will also be studied925

by real-world measurements or other reliable mathematics926

models.927

APPENDIX A928

MMSE BB COMBINER929

∂E

{
‖sD[k]− ŷN[k]‖22

}

∂WH
BBN[k]

930

=
∂E

{
(sD[k]−ŷN[k])(sD[k]−ŷN[k])H

}

∂WH
BBN[k]

931

=
∂E

{
sD[k]sH

D [k]−sD[k]ŷH
N [k]−ŷN[k]sH

D [k]+ŷN[k]ŷH
N [k]

}

∂WH
BBN[k]

.932

(43)933

By substituting (25) into (43), we have934

∂E

{
‖sD[k]− ŷN[k]‖22

}

∂WH
BBN[k]

935

= −
(
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

)
sH
D [k]936

+
(
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

) (
˜̂yN[k] + gN[k]

)H

WBBN[k]. (44)937

Let (44) equal to 0, we can have the MMSE BB combiner938

given in (42).939
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